
IN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE BONGAIGAON

U/S 302 IPC
(Arising out of G.R. Case No. 247 of 20t7)

State ofAssam

Vs.

Mun Barman @ Kale ....Accused

PRESENT: Smt. I. Barman,
Sessions Judge,
Bongaigaon.

ADVOCATES APPEARED ..

For the State

For the accused
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Sri R.Barman, Public Prosecutor

Sri K.Sarkaa Legal Aid Counsel.
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1.

JUDGMENT AND ORDER

In a nut shell, the accused Mun Barman faced trial in

the following back drop :

Accused Mun Barman after marrying Sarbarani

Barman alias Pulki (herein after called 'deceased') used to reside as 'ghar

jowai'.

During their conjugal life, on 03.03 .2017 at around

1 1.30 A.M, the couple had quarrelled regarding some family matter.
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At that moment, accused inflicted her several blows with a piece of sal

wood as a result of which she sustained injuries. After the incident the

injured was taken to Kokrajhar civil hospital and on being referred to

Guwahati, she was brought back home but at around 10.30 p.M, she

succumbed to the injuries.

2. Before PW 1- Nripen Barman made eiahar, he informed

police on 4.3.2017 at 7 .45 A.M over telephone about the incident on the

basis of which, G.D Entry no. 54 dated 04.03 .2017 was made and later,

the FIR relating to the incident was lodged on the same day at 6.30 p.M

by PW I before the Incharge Bidyapur out post. on receipt of the FIR,

the Incharge, Bidyapur Out post, made Bidyapur outpost G.D. Entry No.

65 dated 04.03.20t7 and forwarded the same to olc, Bongaigaon p.S. for

registering a case. Accordingly, the o/c, Bongaigaon police Station

registered a case being Bongaigaon Police Station Case No. 169l17 UIS

302 IPC. After receiving the telephonic information the

Investigating officer visited the place of occurrence, took steps for

conducting inquest on the dead body, sent the dead body for post mortem

examination, recorded the statement of the witnesses. In course of

investigation he seized a piece of wood used in the offence, arrested the

accused and at the close of investigation laid charge sheet against the

accused Mun Barman @ Kale Barman U/S 302 IPC.

a
J. On producing the accused person from jail hazot, the

leamed Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate, Bongaigaon, vide order

dated 17 .6.2017, committed the case to the Court of Session, Bongaigaon

after observing the required formalities, being the offence U/S 302 rPC

exclusively triable by the Court of Session.
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Accordingly, after going through the police report

furnished under section 173 Cr.P.C, and hearing both sides, having found

a prima facie case, charge was framed against the accused person U/S

302 IPC. The accused person pleaded innocence when charge was read

over and explained to him and claimed for trial.

POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:

I) Whether the accused Mun Barman @ Kale on

3.03.2017 at arcund 11.30 A.M at village Bordara

under Bongaigaon police station inflicted blows to

his wife Sarbarani Barman with a piece of wood due

to which she died at 10.30 P.M and thereby

committed murder of his wife Sarbarani Barman ?

In this case, to bring home the charge against the

accused person, prosecution side examined 9 witnesses. The defence side

examined none. In the statement recorded IJIS 313 Cr.P.C, the accused

pleaded innocence and declined to adduce evidence. I have heard

argument of both sides and also gone through the entire case record.

7.

DISCUSSION. DECISION AND REASONS THE,REOF

The learned Public Prosecutor for the State taking

the evidence on record submitted that all the prosecution witnesses

corroborated each other on material point and that it has been established

beyond all reasonable doubt that the accused attacked the deceased

causing injuries due to which death was caused to her.
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Refuting the argument advanced by the learned
Public Prosecutor, Mr K. sarkar learned legal aid counsel appearing for
the accused submitted that prosecution failed to prove the allegation

beyond all reasonable doubt. The learned counsel also stated that so far
the evidence of PW 5 and pw 6 is concerned, the accused had been
suffering from mental illness and as such he is entitled to get the benefit
of Section 84 of the Indian penal Code.

9. In order to appreciate

8.

10.

advanced by the learned counsels, I feet it
reproduce the evidence on record as follows :

the counter argument

appropriate, to briefly,

lrr

PW I Nripen Barman is the informant. He deposed

that accused Mun Barman after marrying with the deceased, the daughter

of one sukcharan Barman, used to reside as 'Ghar jowai,. He had stated

that on the day of incident i.e on 03.03.2017 at around 11 A.M, the

couple had quarrelled regarding some family matter. At that moment, the

accused, with a piece of wood, inflicted blows on the head of his wife as

a result of which she fell upon the ground. Then the villagers came there

and tried to cure her. After committing the offence, the accused

attempted to flee away but the villagers caught him. The injured was

taken to Kokrajhar civil hospital and on being referred to Guwahati, she

was brought back home due to financial crisis, but at around 10.00/10.30

P.M she succumbed to the injuries. on being informed, police came and

apprehended the accused and on next day, the Magistrate conducted

inquest on the dead body vide Ext 2 and sent the dead body for
postmortem examination. He proved the F.I.R, Ext l. He further stated

that police seized the piece of wood by which the accused inflicted
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blows. He proved the seizure list as Ext 3 and the seized piece of wood

as M. Ext 1. During cross, he stated that he had no knowledge about any

mental illness of the accused. He further deposed that he heard that the

seized piece of wood was found at the place of occurrence. He had not

witnessed the incident. After the incident, on being informed over

phone, he came there and on next day he lodged the F.I.R.. He denied

the suggestion that before police he had stated that he found the piece of
log near bank of Champa river as disclosed by the accused and handed

over the same to police.

11. PW 2 Champa Rani Ray, deposed that when she was

sweeping her room, she heard the quarrel between accused Mun Baman

and his deceased wife in front of her house. Hearing altercation, she

came out and proceeded towards them. At that time, the child of the

couple was in the lap of the deceased and when she attempted to take the

child in her lap, accused Mun Baman inflicted her (PW 2) a blow with a

piece of log on the left side of the lower portion of her head.

Immediately she fell down and became unconscious and after gaining

sense she heard that accused Mun Barman inflicted blows to his wife

with a piece of log and she was taken to Kokrajhar hospital wherefrom

on being referred to Guwahati, she was taken to the house of the accused

but before being taken to Guwahati on that very night, at around 10 P.M,

she died. During cross-examination she stated that she had not seen how

the deceased sustained injuries and by whom. She admitted that the fact

of giving blow on her head by the accused was not stated before police.

She also categorically stated that she had no knowledge about any mental

illness of the accused.
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Anowar Hussain the neighbour deposing as pW 3,

stated that on next day morning, hearing from villagers about the death of
the wife of the accused, he went to the house of the accused where porice
took his signature in the inquest report (Ext 2). During cross, he stated

that he did not remember, whether at the time of putting his signature in
the inquest report, it was written or blank.

12.

13.

t4.

Neighbour Kanchan Ray as pW 4, deposed that she

heard that accused, after inflicting blows to his wife with a piece of
wooden batten, ran away. she stated that the villagers, including her

husband, followed the accused and she came back to the house of the

accused wherein she found the deceased lying upon floor with profuse

bleeding from head and nose. She accompanied the injured to Kokrajhar
hospital wherefrom the injured was referred to Guwahati. Then the

injured was brought back to the house of the accused due to financial

constraints but after sometime she succumbed to the injuries. During
cross she stated that accused is not her relative. She is a co-villager. She

never heard about any mental ailment of the accused. The deceased also

never told her that the accused had been suffering from mental illness.
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Dilip Das, the husband of PW 4 deposing as pW 5,

stated that on the day of incident, the accused Mun Barman inflicted

blows to his wife with a piece of wood in the courtyard of the deceased's

sister champa (Pw 2). After committing the offence, the accused fled

away towards champa river. He, alongwith some others, chased the

accused, but then the accused jumped in the river champa. some

persons also jumped in the river to hold the accused. After one hour, the
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accused came out from river and proceeded towards chikibiki village.
They also followed the accused and succeeded to hold him at chikibiki
village. After they returned, has found that the injured was already taken
to Kokrajhar hospital and on being referred to Gauhati Medical college
Hospital, on the very day she was brought back home to arrange money
but on that night at around 10 p.M she died. During cross_examination
he stated that his house is situated at about 25130 metres away from the
house of the accused. He stated that they, the villagers, caught hold of the
accused at the backside of the panchayat office of chikibiki village. Tilr
arrival of police, they tied the accused to a tree with an iron chain. He
stated that at the time of incident the accused had been suffering from
insanity and did not know what he was doing. He had not seen the

accused inflicting blows to the deceased.

15. PW 6, Sudarshan Barman, stated that on the day of
incident, PW 1-Nripen Barman accompanied with him went to the police
station wherein police took his signature on a paper showing him a piece

of wood. He identified the piece of wood, i.e M. Ext l. He heard that

accused Mun Barman inflicted blows to his wife and later on she died.

Police took his signature in the seizure list, Ext 3. During cross he stated

that he did not know why police took his signature. He stated that when
he visited the police station, he had not seen the accused there.

According to the witness, accused Mun Barman had been suffering from

some kind of mental ailment.

PW 7 Dr Pradyut Kr Debnath, the medical officer,
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conducted the autopsy

Barman on 04.3.2017

follows:-

(8)

the dead body of the deceased Sorba Rani

Bongaigaon Civil Hospital and found as

on

at

1tt
iI

\t_
I congested.
i

An average built female body not emaciated and non

decomposed state. Old fracture of left patella with metallic wire fixation

was seen. Bruise was seen on both upper eye lids.

Walls, ribs and cartilages, Pleurae, Larynx and

ffachea, right lung, left lung, pericardium, heart and vessels are

congested.

Walls, Peritoneum, Mouth, pharynx, oesophagus are

Stomach and its contents - Congested and contains

undigested food.

Small intestine and its contents - Congested and

contains partially digested food particle.

Large intestine and its contents - Congested and

contains faecal matters.

Liver, Spleen, Kidneys are congested. Bladder -
Congested and contains small amount of urine. organs of generation,

external and internal - Congested.

Brain and spinal cord - Injury on the left frontal lobe

of brain on left side, haematoma due to profuse bleeding was seen.

Spinal cord * Intact. Membrane -Intact.

Scalp. Skull and vertebrae - A depressed fracture on

the left frontal bone. Vertebrae - Intact.
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Cut injury on left forehead. Cut injury on the upper
lip on the left side. Depressed fracture on the forehead on the left side

showing frontal bone causing injuries to frontal lobe of brain on left side.

Doctor opined that the cause of death is due to head

idury leading to intracranial haemorrhage and increased intracranial

tension and it is ante mortem in nature. He proved the postmortem report

of Sorba Rani Barman as Ext.4.

During cross, PW 7 stated that in his report Ext 4,

he had not mentioned that depressed fracture means it is vertical. He

stated that the depressed injury at the same time may be combined also.

PW 8 Partha Pratim Khanikar, the then Executive

Magistrate, Bongaigaon, deposed that on 04.03.2017, in presence of the

witnesses, he conducted inquest on the dead body of sorbarani Barman

@ Pulki. He found the dead body lying on floor with face facing

upwards. He had noticed inj.rry on head covered with bandage and blood

was present in the head. He proved the inquest report as Ext 2. During

cross, he had stated that he could not mention the position of the wound

ofthe head due to bandage.

17.

18.
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PW 9 Prahlad Das, the Investigating Officer,

deposed that on 04.03.2017 at around7.45 AM one Nripen Barman, vDp
secretary informed him over phone that on 03.03.2017 accused Mun

Barman had inflicted blows to his wife Sarbarani Barman as a result of
which she sustained grievous injury on her head and though she was

taken to Kokrajhar but on being referred to Guwahati, while she was

taken back home, on the same day, at around 10.30 p.M, she died.

Accordingly, he made the GD Entry No. 54 dated 04.03.2017 vide Ext.6

Contd....
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and informed the matter to superior authority. He visited the place of
occurrence, prepared the sketch map of the place of occurrence, vide Ext
4 (herein after mentioned as Ext 4(A)), took steps for conducting inquest
on the dead body by the Executive Magistrate (pw s) vide Ext 2,
recorded the statement of the witnesses and on the very day i.e on
4.3.2017, on receipt of an FIR at around 6.30 p.M, he made the G.D entry
no. 65 dated 4.3.2017 (Ext 7) and sent the same to o.c Bongaigaon
police station for registering a case. Then on being entrusted to
investigate the case, he arrested the accused, collected the post mortem
examination report and submitted charge sheet, Ext 5 against the
accused. He also stated that at the time of lodging the FIR, the piece of
wood used in the offence was produced and on being identified by
accused himself that he by the said wood committed the offence, he

seized the same vide seizure list, Ext 3. During cross examination he
stated that the piece of wood was produced by informant Nripen Barman,

but in his Diary it is not mentioned wherefrom it was recovered. He did

not send the piece of log to FSL. He further stated that the villagers kept

the accused tied in his own house. He stated that during investigation,

no any villager informed him about any mental ailment of the accused.

He admitted that though the accused confessed before him that he

caused the death to his wife but he had not prayed for recording

confessional statement of the accused.
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19. In the case, as per post mortem report, the deceased

sustained injury on left frontal lobe of brain on left side, causing

haematoma due to profuse bleeding. Besides, she sustained cut injury on

left forehead and on upper lip on left side, bruise on both upper eye lids,

and depressed fracture on the forehead on the left side showing frontal
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bone causing injuries to frontal robe of brain on left side and doctor
opined that the cause of death is due to head injury reading to intracranial
haemorrhage and increased intrea cranial tension and it is ante mortem in
nature. The medical officer clearly stated that the deceased died due to
head injury. The defence, despite cross-examination, courd not demolish
the evidence of the medical officer. The inquest report (Ext 2) arso
confirmed that the deceased sustained head injury. There is no dispute
regarding death of the deceased due to the injuries sustained by her.

Now, the pertinent question is who caused the

' injuries to the deceased which resulted her death.

21. Regarding causing injury to the deceased, pW 2 the
neighbour of the couple, stated that on the fateful day when she was
sweeping her room, she heard quarrel between the accused and the
deceased in front of her house. Hearing the altercation, she came out and

when she tried to take the child from the deceased,s lap, accused Mun
Barman gave her (Pw 2) a blow with a piece of wood. As a result, she

became senseless and felr down and after gaining sense, she heard that
the accused inflicted blows to his wife with a piece of rog due to which
she died at 10.00 P.M at home before being taken her to Guwahati.

Though this witness had not seen the accused assaulting his wife, but she

witnessed the quarrel between the couple and the piece of wood by
which she was attacked. Though admittedly the fact of atracking her by
the accused with a piece of wood was not stated before police but seeing

the accused quarreling with his wife, shows a strong circumstance to the
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alleged offence. Another neighbour pw 4 heard that the accused

inflicted injuries to his wife with a wooden batten and after the incident
the accused ran away. Then her husband with villagers followed the
accused. She came to the house of the accused and saw the deceased

with profuse bleeding from head. She accompanied the injured to
hospital. PW 5 the husband of PW 4 also categorically stated that on the

day of incident accused Mun Barm an @ Kale inflicted injuries to the

deceased with a piece of wood in the courtyard of deceased,s sister,

champa Rani Ray (pw 2), and after committing the offence the accused

fled away. Hearing hulla, he, alongwith others, followed the accused at

which the accused jumped in river champa. Following the accused,

some of them also jumped into the river to catch hold of the accused.

He further stated that after an hour, the accused came out from the river
and ran away towards Chikibiki village. They also followed the accused

and succeeded to hold the accused. During cross he stated that he, with

other co-villagers, caught hold of the accused in backside of panchayat

office at chikibiki village. Though this witness is not an eye witness, but

he proved the fact that after the incident, the accused fled away and they,

the villagers, by chasing, caught hold of him. The evidence of pw 2, pw

4 and PW 5 are corroborative in nature on material particulars. There is

nothing on record to find that they had any reason or grudge to falsely

implicate the accused person. I find no reason to suspect the veracity of
their evidence. PW 2 who had seen the accused quarreling with his wife

in front of her (Pw 2) house is corroborated by pw 5 who had stated that

the incident occurred in the courtyard of PW 2. pw 4 and pw 5, the

independent neighbouring witnesses, also categorically stated that after

the offence the accused fled away and the villagers succeeded in catching
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hold of him in Chikibiki village. Though pw 1, the informant was not

an eye witness but he also stated that on 03.03.2017, at around 11.00

A.M, the husband and the wife, i .e accused and the deceased, had

quarrelled in some family matter and in the quarrel, the accused had

inflicted blows on the head of the deceased with a piece of timber and

thereafter the accused tried to flee away but he was caught by the

villagers. The evidence regarding running away from the place of
occurrence remained unshaken.

22. Though the learned counsel of defence argued that

*.i there is discrepancies in the evidence of pws regarding place of
occurrence as to whether it is road or in the premises of the accused and

as such it creates a doubt but the sketch map, Ext 4 indicates that the

place of occurrence is a village road just near the house of PW 2 which is

corroborated by PW 2 and PW 4. When the fact of inflicting injuries to

the deceased by the accused is not challenged by defence, there is

nothing to doubt the prosecution story.

23. In this case the defence plea is that there is no eye

witness to the alleged incident and that at the time of incident the accused

had been suffering from mental illness and hence he is entitled to get the

benefit as per provision of section 84 of the Indian penal code.

Regarding witnessing the incident, evidence of Pw 2 is that she was

present in the place of occurrence where the couple were quarreling and

she (PW 2) was hit by the accused person. Immediately thereafter, the

wife of accused person sustained injuries in her head and the time span in

these two assaults is so short that there is no scope for any alternative

explanation that it was not the accused person who had hit his wife on
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the head. The occurrence took place in day light. Moreover post crime

conduct of the accused of fleeing away also affirms the prosecution case

that none but the accused person had committed this heinous act and that

he is the perpetrator of this crime. That aparr, defence did not deny

anywhere that the accused person did not commit the alleged murder.

Defence only took the plea of insanity during cross-examination.

24. With regard to insanity, pW 1, pW 2 and pW 4, the

neighbouring witnesses, have denied about the mental illness of the

accused. on the other hand, Pw 5, the husband of pw 4 and pw 6

during cross examination stated that at the time of incident the accused

had been suffering from mental ailment. But in statement U/S 313

cr.P.c on a question put to the accused regarding inflicting blow to pw

2, he answered that at the time of incident his brain did not work. But he

did not specifically state that he had been suffering from some mental

ailment. Pw 4, the neighbouring lady who is an independent witness

clearly stated that the deceased never complained that the accused had

some mental illness.

25. Section 84 of the IPC deals with the act of a person

of unsound mind. Nothing is an offence which is done by a person who,

at the time of doing it, by reason of unsoundness of mind, is incapable of

knowing the nature of the act, or that he is doing what is either wrong or

contrary to law. To attract this provision, burden lies on the person, who

claims to be of unsound mind to prove the same. Law presumes every

person of the age of discretion to be sane unless the contrary is proved. In

the instant case, PW 1, PW 2 and PW 4 negate the mental illness of the

accused. Though evidence of PW 5 and PW 6 is suggestive of mental
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illness of the accused, but they remained silent about the period for
which the accused had been suffering from mental ailment or about the
nature of ailment. The accused adduced no evidence either oral,
documentary or circumstantial to prove the history of mental ailment.

Moreover, the conduct of the accused, i.e of fleeing away from the place

of occurrence immediately after the occuffence does not show that he

was incapable of knowing the nature of act. The Investigating officer
(Pw 9), during cross, confirmed that in course of investigation no person

told him about any mental illness of the accused. The evidence available

on record reflects that there is nothing to show that mental disorder of the

accused, if any, was of the level that he was incapable of knowing the

nature of the act so as to attract total immunity as envisaged u/S g4 Ipc.
In statement U/S 313 Cr.P.C the accused himself did not take the plea of
insanity. He simply pleaded innocence.

26. Though the learned defence counsel argued that the

evidence of PW 5 that the villagers tied the accused to a tree with iron

chain indicates that for mental illness, they tied him with iron chain

which is supported by post mortem report showing old fracture of left

patalle with metallic wire, but in absence of cogent evidence regarding

mental illness, there is every possibility of tying him up for his post

crime conduct in the process of fleeing away. It is well settled that one

who seeks exoneration from liability of an act U/S 84 of the Indian Penal

Code, must prove legal insanity and not medical. Since the day of arrest

the accused is in jail hajot. During his period in jail, though the accused

was sent to psychiatrist but there is no document that he had been

suffering from mental illness.
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In Surendra Mishra Vs State of Jharkhand, (2011)

11 SCC 495, the Supreme Court has held that every person who is

suffering from mental disease is not ipso facto exempted from criminal

liability. The Supreme Court has also held that the mere fact that the

accused is conceited, odd, irascible and his brain is not quite alright, or

that the physical and mental ailments from which he suffered had

rendered his intellect weak and affected his emotions or indulges in

certain unusual acts, or had fits of insanity at short intervals or that he

was subject to epileptic fits and there was abnormal behaviour or the

behaviour is queer, are not sufficient to attract the application of Section

84 of the Indian Penal Code. In the case in hand, except for bald

statement that the appellant was suffering from mental disorder on the

date of occuffence, there is absolutely no cogent and reliable evidence to

establish that at the time of commission of offence, he did not know the

nature of his act or that it was either wrong or contrary to law. His plea

apparently does not come within the exception contemplated under

Section 84 of the Indian Penal Code.

28. From the evidence available on record it stood

established that the deceased died due to the injuries sustained by her in

the hands of accused due to inflict of blows by a piece of wood. The

injuried sustained head injury with fracture which was the prime cause of

her death. The nature of injuries sustained and the weapon used by the

accused clearly suggest that the said injuries were caused by using blunt

weapon. The seized piece of sal wood was with notch on its upper part.

So there is every possibility of causing cut injury as sustained by the

deceased on forehead and upper lids. As the deceased died due to the
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the injuries caused by the accused, it was a case of curpabre homicide.

29' Except in the cases, mentioned in Section 300 Ipc,
culpable homicide is murder, if the act by which the death is caused is
done with the intention of causing death, or _

secondry,-if it is done with the intention of causing
such bodily idury as the offender knows to be likery to cause the death
of a person to whom the harm is caused ; or

thirdly, - if it is done with the intention of causing
bodily injury to any person and the bodily injury intended to be inflicted
is sufficient in the ordinary course of nature to cause death. or_

fourthly,- if the person committing the act knows
that it so imminently dangerous that it must, in all probability cause death
or such bodily injury as is likery to cause death, and commits such act
without any excuse for incurring the risk of causing death or such injury
as aforesaid.

30. Under the fourth Exception, culpable homicide is not
murder if the death is caused without any premeditation in the heat of
passion upon a sudden quarrer without the offender,s having taken undue
advantage or acted in a cruel or unusual manner. culpable homicide and
murder involve the killing of a person. what distinguishes these two
offences is the presence of a special mens rea which consists of four
mental attitudes in the presence of any of which the resser offence
becomes greater. These four mental attitudes are stated in Section 300
IPC distinguishing murder from curpable homicide. The punishment for
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culpable homicide not amounting to murder has been prescribed in

Section 304 IPC. Section 304 IPC reads as follows :

" 5.304. Whoever commits culpable homicide not

amounting to murder, shall be punished with imprisonment for life, or

imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ten

years, and shall also be liable to fine if the act by which the death is

caused is done with the intention of causing death, or causing such bodily

injury as is likely to cause death ;

or with imprisonment of either description for a term

which may extend to ten years, or with fine, or with both, if the act is

done with the knowledge that it is likely to cause death, but without any

intention to cause death, or to cause such bodily injury as is likely to

cause death."

31. Now let us see if the accused is guilty of the offence

of murder as defined under section 300 I.P.C punishable U/S 302 I.P.C.

32. In the instant case, from the evidence of PW 2, it is

found that on the fateful day, initially the accused had some quanel with

the deceased regarding some family matter and at that time the accused

inflicted her injuries with a piece of wood. PW 1, though not an eye

witness, heard about quarrel between the couple immediately prior to

causing the injuries. There is no evidence of any previous dispute

between the couple. There is nothing on record that the accused had any

pre-determination to cause death of the deceased. The post mortem report

shows that the deceased sustained injury over forehead, upper lip on left
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side, bruise on both upper eye sides, depressed fracture on the frontal

bone injury on the frontal lobe of brain. Upon a quarrel between the

couple, the accused inflicted blows to his wife in the heat of passion. She

survived for sometime without sufficient medical treatment.

aaJJ. Therefore, it is noticed that it is not a case of simple

blow, but of multiple injuries including on the head, which is a vital part

of the body, caused by repeated beatings with a wooden batten. The

alleged weapon of offence was also seized. Situated thus, I am of the

opinion that the aocused had inflicted blows to the accused at around

1 1.00 A.M in the heat of passion upon a qualrel with intention of causing

death or that the injuries which was likely to cause death were inflicted

intentionally. So in my opinion the act committed by the accused

squarely comes within exception no.4 to Section 300 IPC punishable

under Section 304 Part I of the IPC.

For what has been discussed above, I find that34.

I
;

1b

prosecution has been able to prove the case against the accused Mun

Barman alias Kale for the offence punishable U/S 304 Part I of the IPC

beyond all reasonable doubt and convict him accordingly' Accused Mun

Barman alias Kale is heard on the point of sentence u/s 235(2) CrPC' He

has submitted that he is to look after his parents and two minor sons who

are residing with his mother-in-law. Hence, pleaded for leniency.

35. Considering all aspects, I sentence the accused Mun

Barman to suffer rigorous imprisonment for 1O(ten) years and to pay fine

of Rs. 5,000/-, in default of payment of fine to undergo rigorous

imprisonment for another two months for the offence punishable u/s 304
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Part I of the IPC. Convict Mun Barman be

Abhyapuri to serve the sentence. The period

undergone by the accused shall be set off.

sent to District Jail,

of detention already

In this fateful incident, the minor sons Sri Navan

Subba @ Serki and Ram Subba of the deceased Sarbarani Barman lost

their mother and father was put in jail. Hence, I feet it fit to recommend

the case for compensation for the sons of the deceased Sarbarani Barman

as per provision of section 357 A of the Cr.p.C.

36.

37. Let a free copy of the judgment be furnished to the

convict immediately.

38. A copy of the judgment be transmitted to the District

Magistrate, Bongaigaon in compliance of section 365 cr.p.c. Also send

a copy to the District Legal Services Authority, Bongaigaon.

39. Given under my hand and the seal of this Court on

the 14'h day of March,20l8.
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Dictated and coruected by me,
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(1. Barman)
Sessions Judge,
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APPENDIX

Prosecution witness:
PW 1- NripenBarman.
PW 2 - Champa Rani Ray.
PW 3 -Anowar Hussain.
PW4-KanchanRay.
PW5-DilipDas.
PW6-SudarshanBaman.
PW 7 - Dr Pradyut Kr Debnath.
PW 8 - Partha Pratim Khanikar, Executive Magistrate.
PW 9 - Prahlad Das, Investigating Officer.

Defence Witness:
Nil.

Documents exhibited b), Prosecution:
Ext-l FIR
Ext-2Inquest report
Ext-3 Seizure list
Ext-4 Post mortem examination report.
Ext 4(A) - Sketch map of the place of occurrence.
Ext5-Chargesheet.
Ext-6 Extract copy of GD entry no. 54 dated 4.3.2017.
Ext-7 Extract copy of G.D entry no.65 dated 4.3.2017.

Materials exhibited by Prosecution:
M. Ext.l Wooden piece.

Defence Exhibit:
Nil
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